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2020 BUYER'S GUIDE

NEW

REAL RIMFIRE:
ANNOUNCING THE GLOCK 44
One of the most satisfying yet often overlooked segments
of the shooting world is a firearm chambered in .22 Long Rifle.
With rimfire ammunition prices having returned to reasonable
levels, shooters can embark on a solid day’s worth of trigger
time without breaking the bank. Even better, light recoil, soft
report, and the round’s inherently lightweight firearm platforms
all combine to make the rimfire range experience enjoyable.
As such, the new GLOCK 44 pistol chambered in .22 LR—a
first for the iconic firearms manufacturer—is sure to be an
instant classic.

that require no manual safety, the same form factor, the same
manual of arms—all of these attributes combine to bring a deeply
familiar experience to a brand-new caliber for GLOCK pistols.
And for those who own a GLOCK 19, your holster, weapon lights,
and other accessories are all interchangeable with the svelte
G44 pistol.
Like the rest of the GLOCK Gen4 and Gen5 lineup, the
G44 ships with a spare magazine, a set of interchangeable
backstraps, and a field-cleaning kit, all packed into a signature
GLOCK carrying case.

OVERVIEW

DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

Before we get into the details, let’s touch on why a GLOCK
rimfire pistol is a bellwether event for the firearms industry. By
taking more than 30 years of experience in manufacturing
combat, defensive, and competition pistols, GLOCK has
wrapped a proven, rock-solid platform around an inexpensive and
light-recoiling cartridge that can service several disciplines. All
the features you know and love from the fifth generation (Gen5)
pistols are present in the GLOCK 44. The trigger pull is identical
to a standard GLOCK pistol. The same SAFE-ACTION® features

Firearm manufacturers have always been challenged by the
development of rimfire pistols. While the classic tilting-barrel,
locking-breech action invented by John Moses Browning still
dominates the centerfire handgun market, the lower power
levels of the .22 LR cartridge requires only a simple blowback
action. In the past, some companies have been forced to alter
semiautomatic handgun designs so that just part of the slide
or a bolt cycles the action, opposed to a full slide cycle seen
on most centerfire handguns. This means that developing
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RANGE TIME
The identical form factor of the G44’s magazine means that
reloading drills are just as they are with every other GLOCK.
Magazines drop effortlessly when the Gen5 magazine
release is pressed. The flared magazine well aids in
lightning-quick reloads. And the feel of the baseplate,
body, and overall form are all, without question,
GLOCK.
Semiautomatic .22 LR pistols have
historically suffered from reliability issues.
Without the use of a smooth copper jacket
afforded to centerfire rounds, rimfire bullets
can be a sore spot for some firearms. But
building on its time-honored tradition of
reliability, GLOCK designed the G44 magazine,
feed ramp, and chamber to function with
everything from match-grade ammunition to
inexpensive plinking rounds.
Drawing from a holster, acquiring proper sight
alignment, pulling the trigger, and accurately hitting
the target with the new G44 are all quintessential GLOCK.
Whether you are a competitive shooter or someone training for
self-defense, this rimfire pistol will fit into your practice routine
seamlessly. Even those shooters who have never considered
owning a .22 LR pistol will be convinced that this is a gun
worthy of space in the safe after handling the new G44.
rimfire pistols with the same look and feel as their centerfire
counterparts was nearly impossible.
One of the most revolutionary aspects of the new G44 is
the use of a hybrid steel-and-polymer slide designed to provide
strength while being capable of cycling rimfire ammunition.
Steel slide rails are perfectly embedded into a polymer main
slide that is almost indistinguishable from a standard GLOCK
slide. It is this confluence of materials that makes the GLOCK
44 pistol an industry-changing moment for sport, target,
tactical, and competitive shooters. The effect is perfect—an
ultralight GLOCK slide capable of cycling rimfire rounds.
Coming in at nearly half the weight of the G19, the G44
tops the scales at only 12.6 ounces without a magazine. The
lack of heft is noticeable, and it allows for smaller-statured
shooters, especially those with smaller hands, to easily point
and hold the new pistol on target without fatigue. Still, the
feel is distinctly GLOCK. If you were part of a “blind taste test”
while shooting the new G44, you’d be hard pressed to actually
identify the model of GLOCK, save for its light recoil.
Aside from its reduced weight, the G44 is nearly
indistinguishable from its full-powered GLOCK counterparts.
The GLOCK SAFE-ACTION® trigger pull, interchangeable
backstraps, standard polymer dot-and-“U”-notch sights,
the magazine and magazine release, its grip without finger
grooves, all are identical to the now classic G19. Shooters will
feel right at home behind this rimfire “wunderkind.”
Building reliable rimfire magazines for semiautomatic
firearms is mired in complexity for even the most experienced
designers and engineers. GLOCK had the additional challenge
of manufacturing magazines that not only perform but also
mirror the size and shape of the G19 centerfire model. In
accomplishing that feat, GLOCK designed the G44 magazines
with a load-assist slider, allowing the user to fill 10 rounds in
less than 30 seconds.

THREADED BARRELS
AND SUPPRESSORS
Of course, the only thing better than a rimfire pistol is
a suppressed rimfire pistol. Listening to the requests of
suppressor owners around the world, GLOCK made sure the
adaptor is standard 1/2x28 thread pitch was available on the
first day of the G44’s release to the public.
Using standard-velocity ammunition, shooters can combine
the G44 with their favorite suppressor model to quietly and
reliably focus on target shooting or fundamentals—and
depending on the combination of suppressor and ammo, it’s
entirely possible that hearing protection can be eliminated,
thus allowing for better communication between students and
trainers or normal conversations between friends at the range.

RIMFIRE PERFECTION
For years, GLOCK aficionados have clamored for a rimfire
pistol direct from the firearms manufacturer. Conversion
kits from outside companies that promised a GLOCK rimfire
experience with drop-in barrels and proprietary magazines
often failed to deliver: It was an authentic GLOCK chambered
in .22 LR they wanted.
To answer that call, GLOCK engineers went with a “groundup” approach that focused on a barrel, slide, and magazine
that were purpose-built for the rimfire task at hand, rather than
focusing on partial solutions like a conversion kit. It is this
investment in time, energy, and resources to make sure this
pistol was designed correctly that has conveyed to it the same
perfection realized in all of GLOCK’s handguns.
The result is stunning. Designed to be easy to use and
function flawlessly while being accurate and light, this is
a rimfire suitable for a variety of disciplines. With such a
combination of features and feel, it is no stretch at all to say that
the GLOCK 44 rimfire pistol is destined to be an instant classic.
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2020 BUYER'S GUIDE
G44

The G44 is a lightweight, light-recoil, SAFEACTION® .22 Long Rifle (.22 LR) caliber
pistol. This is the first .22 LR produced by
GLOCK. This new model features many Gen5
attributes and ships with a spare magazine, a
set of interchangeable back-straps and a field
cleaning kit.
GLOCK’S debut .22 LR Gen5 pistol
• Threaded barrel available for a surppressed rimfire pistol.
• SAFE-ACTION® safety.
• Light weight, light recoil.
• Easy to use, flawless functioning.

CALIBER
.22 LR

G44G43X
*New
*New
ACTION/SYSTEM

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

7.28 in. / 185 mm

HEIGHT

5.04 in. /128 mm

WIDTH

1.26 in. / 32 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

6.02 in. / 153 mm

BARREL LENGTH

4.02 in. / 102 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Hexagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF
TWIST

15.98 in. / 406 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

10

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~14.74 oz. / ~418 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~15.94 oz. / ~452 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

MSRP

$430

Technical specs may be altered without notice
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G43X & G48

Ideal for everyday carry, the GLOCK 43X and
GLOCK 48 feature a compact Slimline frame for
optimal fit and feel, a 10+1 round capacity, and
a new black slide. Offering many of the latest
Gen5 features, the G43X bears a subcompact
slide, while the G48 boasts a compact slide.
GLOCK’s compact 9X19
powerhouse pistols group:
• Maximum stopping power in a compact package.
• Broad range of capable loadings available.
• More than a century of 9X19 use.
• Manageable recoil.

CALIBER
9X19

G43X
*New
ACTION/SYSTEM

G48
*New

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

6.50 in. / 165 mm

7.28 in. / 185 mm

HEIGHT

5.04 in. / 128 mm

5.04 in. / 128 mm

WIDTH

1.10 in. / 28 mm

1.10 in. / 28 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

5.24 in. / 133 mm

5.98 in. / 152 mm

BARREL LENGTH

3.41 in. / 87 mm

4.17 in. / 106 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Hexagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF TWIST

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

10

10

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~18.70 oz. / ~530 g

~20.74 oz. / ~588 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~23.07 oz. / ~654 g

~25.12 oz. / ~712 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.4 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.4 lbs. / ~24 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

MSRP

$580

$580

Technical specs may be altered without notice
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G45 & CROSSOVER
The GLOCK 45 is a recent addition to the family of GLOCK
pistols. Utilizing the design and engineering GLOCK
developed for its military pistol (19X), combined with
operator and worldwide law enforcement specifications,
the G45 in 9X19 is a crossover design. The superb G45
combines the fast handling and cycling of a GLOCK 19-sized
slide with the frame size of a Gen5 GLOCK 17. Both upper
and lower assemblies have received subtle enhancements that distinctly improve performance.
The slide has the proven, superior, GLOCK nDLC hardsurface finish in non-reflective black. There
are precision-milled serrations forward of the ejection port on both sides. The frame is a subdued
black, with a flared magazine well that completely encircles the front of the grip: Reloads in
critical situations can be performed with speed and efficiency. The G45 incorporates other
elements of the Gen5 GLOCK pistols, including a smoother trigger pull, the enhanced frame
texture for sure handling, a reversible mag catch, ambidextrous slide stop lever, the Modular
Backstrap System (MBS), and the incredibly accurate, reliable, GLOCK Marksman Barrel*
(GMB). Simply put, GLOCK has the next level of performance for service pistols, one tested,
proven, and unmatched by any other.
*The GLOCK Marksman Barrel (GMB) is an incredibly accurate, reliable, match-grade barrel with enhanced rifling.

CALIBER
9x19

G19X
ACTION/SYSTEM

G45

G45 MOS

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

7.44 in. / 189 mm

7.44 in. / 189 mm

7.44 in. / 189 mm

HEIGHT
(INCL.MAGAZINE)

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.47 in. / 139 mm

WIDTH

1.30 in. / 33 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

SIGHT RADIUS

5.94 in. / 151 mm *

6.02 in. / 153 mm

6.18 in. / 157 mm

BARREL LENGTH

4.02 in. / 102 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Enhanced hexagonal profile with right-hand twist (GMB)

LENGTH OF TWIST

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

17 / 19

17

17

WEIGHT INC.
MAGAZINE

~24.83 oz. / ~704 g

~24.48 oz. / ~694 g

~24.52 oz. / ~695 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~31.39 oz. / ~890 g

~30.34 oz. / ~860 g

~30.34 oz. / ~860 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~0.49 in. / 12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / 12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / 12.5 mm

MSRP

$749

$699

$745

*(GNS) GLOCK Night Sights

Technical specs may be altered without notice
*Optics not included on MOS models
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G17 & G19 Gen5 MOS
GLOCK enhances the desirability of the already near-perfect Gen5 models 17
and 19 with the addition of the Modular Optics System (MOS) to these full-size
and compact GLOCKs. These Gen5 models are precision-machined to provide a
mounting system for popular optic sights—a new paradigm in handgun sighting.
With multiple adapter plates, you can quickly and easily mount miniature electronic
sights to the rear of the Gen5 GLOCK slide, which has forward serrations for easier
and quicker manipulations. The resulting combination of optical sighting and the
unparalleled accuracy and reliability of the GLOCK Marksman Barrel* (GMB) sets a
new standard for this class of pistols.
All of the Gen5 qualities are present in these MOS pistols: The latest GLOCK nDLC surface
finish on the major metal components, unmatched in hardness and rust-resistance; the hightraction Gen5 frame texture; quickly reversible magazine catches; ambidextrous slide stop lever;
the Modular Backstrap System (MBS), which makes it easy to change the grip size; the
universally-acclaimed GLOCK SAFE-ACTION® trigger system; and high-visibility orange
magazine followers. When you utilize electronic sights, targets may be engaged quickly and
efficiently from close contact to 100 yards.
*The GLOCK Marksman Barrel (GMB) is an incredibly accurate, reliable, match-grade barrel with enhanced rifling.

CALIBER
9X19

Photo Courtesy GLOCK

ACTION/SYSTEM

G34 Gen5 MOS

G17 Gen5 MOS

G17 Gen5

G19 Gen5 MOS

G19 Gen5

G26 Gen5

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)
8.74 in. / 222 mm

7.95 in. / 202 mm

7.95 in. / 202 mm

7.28 in. / 185 mm

7.28 in. / 185 mm

6.42 in. / 163 mm

HEIGHT

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.04 in. / 128 mm

5.04 in. / 128 mm

4.17 in. / 106 mm

WIDTH

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.30 in. / 33 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

7.52 in. / 191 mm

6.65 in. / 169 mm

6.46 in. / 164 mm

6.18 in. / 157 mm

6.02 in. / 153 mm

5.39 in. / 137 mm

BARREL LENGTH

5.31 in. / 135 mm

4.49 in. / 114 mm

4.49 in. / 114 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

43.43 in. / 87 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Enhanced hexagonal profile with right-hand twist (GMB)

LENGTH OF TWIST

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

17

17

17

15

15

10

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~26.21 oz. / ~743 g

~24.87 oz. / ~705 g

~25.08 oz. / ~711 g

~23.63 oz. / ~675 g

~23.99 oz. / ~680 g

~21.69 oz. / ~615 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~34.57 oz. / ~980 g

~33.33 oz. / ~945 g

~32.14 oz. / ~911 g

~29.98 oz. / ~850 g

~31.81 oz. / ~880 g

~26.07 oz. / ~739 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.4 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

~5.8 lbs. / ~26 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / 12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / 12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

MSRP

$899

$745

$699

$745

$699

$699

Photo Courtesy GLOCK

LENGTH

Technical specs may be altered without notice
*Optics not included on MOS models
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9X19

The 9X19 is the worldwide king of combat cartridges.
Combining capable power with the ability to pack in a
lot of rounds, the 9X19 is a winner. Add to that its low
recoil and recent advancements in bullet technology for
maximum performance, and it is the round to beat.

GLOCK’s powerful and popular 9X19 group:
• The world’s most popular combat cartridge.
• Combines high on-board ammo counts with impressive power.
• Ease of ammo compatibility with a back-up gun.
• Broad ammo availability no matter your location.

CALIBER
9X19

G34 Gen4 MOS
G34 Gen4
G34 (CA)
ACTION/SYSTEM

G17 Gen4 MOS
G17 Gen4
G17 (CA)

G19 Gen4 MOS
G19 Gen4
G19 (CA)

G43

G26 Gen4
G26 (CA)

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

8.74 in. / 222 mm
8.74 in. / 222 mm
8.82 in. / 224 mm

7.95 in. / 202 mm
7.95 in. / 202 mm
8.03 in. / 204 mm

7.28 in. / 185 mm
7.28 in. / 185 mm
7.36 in. / 187 mm

6.26 in. / 159 mm

6.42 in. / 163 mm
6.50 in. / 165 mm

HEIGHT

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.04 in. / 128 mm

4.25 in. / 108 mm

4.17 in. / 106 mm

WIDTH

1.30 in. / 33 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

1.06 in. / 27 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

7.52 in. / 191 mm
7.56 in. / 192 mm

6.69 in. / 170 mm
6.50 in. / 165 mm

6.22 in. / 158 mm
6.02 in. / 153 mm

5.24 in. / 133 mm

5.39 in. / 137 mm

BARREL LENGTH

5.31 in. / 135 mm

4.49 in. / 114 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

3.41 in. / 86.5 mm

3.43 in. / 87 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Hexagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF TWIST

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

17

17

15

6

10

~26.10 oz. / ~740 g
~25.93 oz. / ~735 g

~24.87 oz. / ~705 g
~24.87 oz. / ~705 g

~23.63 oz. / ~670 g

~17.99 oz. / ~510 g

~21.52 oz. / ~610 g

~32.28 oz. / ~915 g

~30.16 oz. / ~855 g

~20.64 oz. / ~585 g

~25.75 oz. / ~730

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

$ 750

$580

$ 599

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE
WEIGHT LOADED
TRIGGER PULL
TRIGGER TRAVEL
MSRP

~33.51 oz. / ~950 g
~33.16 oz. / ~940 g
~33.33 oz. / ~945 g
~5.5 lbs. / ~24 N
~4.5 lbs. / ~24 N
~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm
~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm
$840

$679

Technical specs may be altered without notice
*Optics not included on MOS models
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.380 AUTO

The .380 AUTO round has seen a renaissance of
popularity in recent years and is viewed by many as
the ultimate pocket-pistol cartridge. Combining minute
dimensions with effective self-defense performance, the
.380 AUTO gives you the concealed-carry power you need.
GLOCK’s pint-sized .380 AUTO
powerhouse pistol group:
• Maximum stopping power in a compact package.
• Broad range of capable loadings available.
• More than a century of real-world use.
• Manageable recoil.

CALIBER

.380 AUTO

G42
ACTION/SYSTEM

G42
6+1

COMPACT

SMALL SIZE, MAXIMUM POWER
The biggest splash can be made by the smallest object, and the
GLOCK 42 in 380 AUTO is no exception. GLOCK perfection in
pocket-sized dimensions, this pistol is the ultimate companion!

G25

[Restricted to LE sales]

COMPACT LE POWERHOUSE
With its double-stack magazine packing
15 rounds of .380 AUTO firepower, the
GLOCK 25 offers law enforcement officers
a lot of punch in a very portable package.
15+1

G25
LE ONLY

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

5.94 in. / 151 mm

7.36 in. / 187 mm

HEIGHT

4.13 in. / 105 mm

5.04 in. / 128 mm

WIDTH

.98 in. / 25 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

4.92 in. / 125 mm

6.02 in. / 153 mm

BARREL LENGTH

3.25 in. / 82.5 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Hexagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF TWIST

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

6

15

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~13.76 oz. / ~390 g

~22.75 oz. / ~645 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~15.87 oz. / ~450 g

~27.69 oz. / ~785 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.5 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

MSRP

$480

$ LE ONLY

Technical specs may be altered without notice

COMPACT
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Straight 8 Photo

.40 AUTO

The .40 AUTO has a proven track record as the preeminent law enforcement cartridge in the United States.
Developed as a result of a federal law enforcement
request, the .40 AUTO bridges the performance gap
between the 9X19 and the .45 AUTO.
GLOCK’s trend-setting .40 AUTO pistol group:
• Large-caliber firepower in a medium-sized frame.
• Controllable recoil despite impressive power.
• Decades of street-proven performance.
• For those who want controllable big-bore power.

CALIBER

.40 AUTO

G35 Gen4
G35 (CA)

G35 Gen4 MOS
ACTION/SYSTEM

G22 Gen4
G22 (CA)

G23 Gen4
G23 (CA)

G27 Gen4
G27 (CA)

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

8.74 in. / 222 mm

8.74 in. / 222 mm
8.82 in. / 224 mm

7.95 in. / 202 mm
8.03 in. / 204 mm

7.28 in. / 185 mm
7.36 in. / 187 mm

6.42 in. / 163 mm
6.50 in. / 165 mm

HEIGHT

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.04 in. / 128 mm

4.17 in. / 106 mm

WIDTH

1.30 in. / 33 mm

1.30 in. / 33 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

7.52 in. / 191 mm

7.56 in. / 192 mm

6.50 in. / 165 mm

6.02 in. / 153 mm

5.39 in. / 137 mm

BARREL LENGTH

5.31 in. / 135 mm

5.31 in. / 135 mm

4.49 in. / 114 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

3.43 in. / 87 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Hexagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF TWIST

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

15

15

15

13

9

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~27.69 oz. / ~785 g

~25.57 oz. / ~725 g

~36.33 oz. / ~1030 g

~34.39 oz. / ~975 g

~23.81 oz. /~675 g
~23.63 oz. / ~670 g
~31.39 oz. / ~890 g
~31.22 oz. / ~885 g

~21.34 oz. / ~605 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~27.69 oz. / ~785 g
~27.51 oz. / ~780 g
~36.51 oz. / ~1035 g
~36.33 oz. / ~1030 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.5 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

MSRP

$840

$679

$599

$599

$599

~26.46 oz. / ~750 g

Technical specs may be altered without notice
*Optics not included on MOS models
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.45 AUTO

The .45 AUTO offers big-bore power in a round that can
be found on the shelves of any gun store in the United
States. It is the top choice for serious self-defense
enthusiasts.

GLOCK’s big-bore .45 AUTO pistol group:
• A classic American big-bore cartridge.
• Battle-proven history spanning more than a century.
• Amazing stopping power and manageable recoil.
• Broad selection of loads available.

CALIBER

.45 AUTO

G41Gen4
Gen4MOS
MOS
G41
ACTION/SYSTEM

G41
G41Gen4
Gen4

G21 Gen4
G21SF
SF(CA)
(CA)
G21

G30Gen4
Gen4
G30
G30SFSF(CA)
(CA)
G30

G30S
G30S

G36G36

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

8.78 in. / 223 mm

8.78 in. / 223 mm

8.07 in. / 205 mm

6.97 in. / 177 mm

6.97 in. / 177 mm

6.97 in. / 177 mm

HEIGHT

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.51 in. / 140 mm

4.80 in. / 122 mm

4.80 in. / 122 mm

4.72 in. / 120 mm

WIDTH

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.38 in. / 35 mm

1.38 in. / 35 mm

1.18 in. / 30 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

7.64 in. / 194 mm

7.68 in. / 195 mm

6.77 in. / 172 mm

5.91 in. / 150 mm

5.91 in. / 150 mm

5.91 in. / 150 mm

BARREL LENGTH

5.31 in. / 135 mm

5.31 in. / 135 mm

4.61 in. / 117 mm

3.78 in. / 96 mm

3.78 in. / 96 mm

3.78 in. / 96 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Octagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF TWIST

15.75 in. / 400 mm

15.75 in. / 400 mm

15.74 in. / 400 mm

15.75 in. / 400 mm

15.75 in. / 400 mm

15.75 in. / 400 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

13

13

13

10

10

6

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~26.63 oz. / ~755 g

~26.81 oz. / ~760 g

~29.28 oz. / ~830 g
~29.10 oz. / ~825 g

~26.28 oz. / ~745 g

~22.75 oz. / ~645 g

~22.40 oz. / ~635 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~36.16 oz. / ~1025 g

~36.51 oz. / ~1035 g

~38.80 oz. / ~1100 g

~33.69 oz. / ~955 g

~30.16 oz. / ~855 g

~26.81 oz. / ~760 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.5 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~0.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

$729

$687 G21 Gen4
$637 G21 SF

$687 G30 Gen4
$637 G30 SF

$637

$637

MSRP

$840

Technical specs may be altered without notice
*Optics not included on MOS models
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10mm AUTO

Proving that a semi-automatic pistol does not have to
give up power when compared to magnum revolvers,
the 10mm AUTO cartridge is comparable to the .41
Magnum revolver round and equally capable as a
hunting or a self-defense cartridge.
GLOCK’s unstoppable 10mm AUTO group:
• Magnum performance in semi-auto form.
• Capable hunting or self-defense round.
• Impressive capacity, amazing performance!
• Packs in long-range striking power.

CALIBER

10mm AUTO

G40 Gen4 MOS
ACTION/SYSTEM

G20 Gen4
G20 SF (CA)

G29 Gen4
G29 SF (CA)

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

9.49 in. / 241 mm

8.07 in. / 205 mm

6.97 in. / 177 mm

HEIGHT

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.51 in. / 140 mm

4.53 in. / 115 mm

WIDTH

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.34 in. / 34 mm

1.38 in. / 35 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

8.31 in. / 211 mm

6.77 in. / 172 mm

5.91 in. / 150 mm

BARREL LENGTH

6.02 in. / 153 mm

4.61 in. / 117 mm

3.78 in. / 96 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Hexagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF TWIST

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

15

15

10

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~35.45 oz. / ~1005 g

~26.81 oz. / ~760 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~44.62 oz. / ~1265 g

~30.69 oz. / ~870 g
~30.51 oz. / ~865 g
~39.86 oz. / ~1130 g
~39.68 oz. / ~1125 g

TRIGGER PULL

~4.5 lbs. / ~24 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

MSRP

$840

$687 G20 Gen4
$637 G20 SF

$687 G29 Gen4
$637 G29 SF

~32.63 oz. / ~925 g
~32.80 oz. / ~930 g

Technical specs may be altered without notice
*Optics not included on MOS models
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.357 AUTO

Based on the .40 AUTO cartridge case and necked
down to accept a .357-caliber projectile, this round
delivers a power range comparable to the revered
.357 Magnum revolver cartridge, but for a semiautomatic pistol. If you need maximum power and
performance, choose the .357 AUTO.
The ultimate performers—GLOCK’s .357 AUTO group:
• Bottleneck design ensures reliable feeding.
• Magnum revolver power in a semi-auto package.
• Amazing ballistics and on-target performance.
• High velocity delivers fight-stopping power.

Photo Courtesy Civilian Marksmanship Program

CALIBER

.357 AUTO

G31
G31Gen4
Gen4
G31
Only)
G31(CA
(CA)
ACTION/SYSTEM

G32
G32Gen4
Gen4
G32
Only)
G32(CA
(CA)

G33
G33Gen4
Gen4
G33
Only)
G33(CA
(CA)

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

7.95 in. / 202 mm
8.03 in. / 204 mm

7.28 in. / 185 mm
7.36 in. / 187 mm

6.42 in. / 163 mm
6.50 in. / 165 mm

HEIGHT

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.04 in. / 128 mm

4.21 in. / 107 mm

WIDTH

1.26 in. / 32 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

1.26 in. / 32 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

6.50 in. / 165 mm

6.02 in. / 153 mm

5.39 in. / 137 mm

BARREL LENGTH

4.49 in. / 114 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

3.43 in. / 87 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Hexagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF TWIST

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

9.84 in. / 250 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

15

13

9

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~26.10 oz. / ~740 g

~24.34 oz. / ~690 g

~21.87 oz. / ~620 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~33.16 oz. / ~940 g

~30.34 oz. / ~860 g

~25.93 oz. / ~735 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.50 in. / ~12.5 mm

MSRP

$599

$599

$599

$ 00,00

$ 00,00

Technical specs may be altered without notice
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.45 G.A.P.

The .45 G.A.P. (GLOCK Automatic Pistol) round has
a shorter case length than the classic .45 AUTO.

GLOCK’s .45 G.A.P. group:
• Big-bore round.
• Compact dimensions, big-bore power.
• Controllable recoil, yet voluminous force!
• Fight-stopping power in a portable package.

CALIBER

.45 G.A.P.

G37Gen4
Gen4
G37
G37 G37

G39 G39

Action: SAFE-ACTION® (constant double-action mode)

LENGTH

7.95 in. / 202 mm
8.03 in. / 204 mm

7.36 in. / 187 mm

6.50 in. / 165 mm

HEIGHT

5.47 in. / 139 mm

5.04 in. / 128 mm

4.17 in. / 106 mm

WIDTH

1.30 in. / 33 mm

1.30 in. / 33 mm

1.30 in. / 33 mm

SIGHT RADIUS
(POLYMER)

6.50 in. / 165 mm

6.02 in. / 153 mm

5.39 in. / 137 mm

BARREL LENGTH

4.49 in. / 114 mm

4.02 in. / 102 mm

3.43 in. / 87 mm

BARREL RIFLING

Octagonal profile with right-hand twist

LENGTH OF TWIST

15.75 in. / 400 mm

15.75 in. / 400 mm

15.75 in. / 400 mm

MAG. CAPACITY
STD. (RDS)

10

8

6

WEIGHT INCL.
MAGAZINE

~28.75 oz. / ~815 g

~26.63 oz. / ~755 g

~24.16 oz. / ~685 g

WEIGHT LOADED

~35.27 oz. / ~1000 g

~31.75 oz. / ~900 g

~27.87 oz. / ~790 g

TRIGGER PULL

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

~5.5 lbs. / ~28 N

TRIGGER TRAVEL

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

~.49 in. / ~12.5 mm

MSRP

$664 G37 Gen4
$614 G37

$614

$614

Straight 8 Photo

ACTION/SYSTEM

G38 G38

$ 00,00

$ 00,00

Technical specs may be altered without notice
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ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES
HOLSTERS, CASE & SIGHTS

GLOCK DUMMY ROUNDS
GLOCK Dummy Rounds have the same shape and dimensions as live
ammunition in the 9X19, .40 AUTO, and .45 AUTO chamberings but
are totally inert and safe for dry-fire practice. Produced from a polyamide
polymer, GLOCK Dummy Rounds live up to GLOCK quality standards,
which ensure resistance to abrasion, long service life, and superior
performance. GLOCK Dummy Rounds are the safe choice made by police,
military, and civilians for training purposes.

SPORT/DUTY HOLSTER
The tough basic model, in both left- and right-hand versions, secures the
entire pistol safely with a thumb-break retention strap. Available in 1.34-inch.
(34mm) and 1.77-inch. (45mm) belt widths.

MAGAZINE POUCH
This ambidextrous pouch will accommodate belt widths from 1.25 inches
(31.8mm) to 2.48 inches (63mm). The pouch has an integral detent,
which provides retention without the need for straps or flaps. Available for
all magazines, excluding the GLOCK 36 and the GLOCK 42.

SPORT/COMBAT HOLSTER
A super-lightweight, ambidextrous holster that’s popular for off-duty or
plainclothes use. It conceals GLOCK pistols beneath a coat or jacket. A
special triggerguard retention device secures the pistol in the holster.
The holster will accommodate belt widths from 1.25 inches (31.8mm) to
2.48 inches (63mm).
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ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES
HOLSTERS, CASE & SIGHTS

FULLY ADJUSTABLE REAR SIGHT
Equipped with a contrast insert, enabling simple, accurate, and quick
target alignment, the GLOCK Adjustable Rear Sight has a low-profile,
point-of-impact positioning that is adjustable in elevation and windage.
Supplied with adjustment tool.

1

1. FIXED REAR SIGHT
This sight is available to compensate for various types of ammunition.
Available in 6.1mm, 6.5mm, 6.9mm, and 7.3mm heights.

2. STEEL SIGHTS
2

GLOCK offers durable fixed steel sights as an alternative to the well-known
standard synthetic fixed sights.

REAR SIGHT ADJUSTMENT TOOL
A versatile, easy to use adjustment and installation device for GLOCK rear sights.

FIXED NIGHT SIGHT
Tritium contrast points that illuminate in color at night, visible as white
in daylight.

FRONT SIGHT MOUNTING TOOL
For installing the GLOCK screw-on front sight (all versions), simply
screw the front sight onto the slide of the autopistol. By turning the
screw, the front sight is easily installed and locked in place.

16
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Photo Courtesy GLOCK

SURVIVAL KNIFE
The GLOCK Survival Knife is made of a special hardened steel, with polymer handles and black,
anti-corrosion-coated blades for maximum durability and ruggedness. Knives come with matching
sheaths made of high-impact-resistant polymer material and feature a loop catch that allows for
quick drawing with only one hand. They fit belts up to 2.4 inches (60mm) in width.

SURVIVAL KNIFE MODEL 81
Survival knife with saw.
AVAILABLE IN:
Black
Sniper Grey
Flat Dark Earth
Battlefield Green
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ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES
TOOLS & LIGHTS

ENTRENCHING TOOL
A must-have for any outdoor enthusiast, this innovative entrenching tool has a surface-treated
blade that can be locked in three positions for multiple uses. The hardened saw located inside
the handle can be quickly mounted if required. When folded, the GLOCK Entrenching Tool can
be easily stored in a backpack or vehicle. Comes with a durable nylon pouch that can attach to
a belt or backpack.

FOLDS DOWN FOR
EASY STORAGE
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SAFE-ACTION®
TACTICAL LIGHT
Equipped with the ultimate electronic features at a minimal weight,
the GLOCK Tactical Light is designed specifically for duty use
under extreme circumstances. The rugged GLOCK polymer casing
holds Xenon®-technology electronics packing high luminous power
available at the touch of the ergonomically placed soft switch.

Tactical Light hard-storage case
made of high-impact-resistant polymer included with all
Tactical Light purchases.
All sets sold in the U.S.
include these items
in the case:
(2) Lithium batteries
(1) Replacement bulb
(1) Owner's manual
Straight 8 Photo

The GLOCK GTL 22 Tactical Light includes a
dimmer switch and adjustment tool.

SAFE-ACTION®
TACTICAL LIGHT WITH LASER
Now the GLOCK Tactical Light has a visible red laser placed
efficiently within its compact housing. Able to function independently
or in concert with the high-intensity Xenon® white light at the touch
of a centrally placed mode switch, the red laser/light module is easily
and securely mounted to GLOCK pistols with the rail-mount system.
The laser can be zeroed with pinpoint accuracy, and both the white
light and laser respond to the ergonically designed switch. Ideal for
military, law enforcement, and self-defense situations.
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CROSSOVER TO CONFIDENCE
Get next-level perfection you can rely on with the G45 and G45 MOS. With a compact slide,
a full-size frame and a 17-round magazine capacity, they include all the popular features
of our Gen5 pistols. And, the G45 features a factory-milled slide, which makes it easy to
mount the quick-target reflex sights you love.

The G45 and G45 MOS compact crossover
pistols — crossover to confidence.
Learn more at us.glock.com

G45

